Investigations in enhancement biodesulfurization of model compounds by ultrasound pre-oxidation.
In this study, complicated model sulfur compounds in crude oil were biodesulfurized in a batch process by microbial consortium enriched from oil contaminated soil. Dibenzothiophene (DBT) was selected as model sulfur compounds. Ultrasonic radiation was used to pre-oxidize the model sulfur compounds before the biodesulfurization (BDS) process. The enhancement mechanism of ultrasound pre-oxidation (UPO) on the biodesulfurization of DBT was investigated. The effects of initial conditions on the biodesulfurization of DBT in UPO/BDS system such as solution initial pH, DBT initial concentration, sulfur source, biocatalyst initial concentration, and incubation temperature were discussed. The results show that the application of UPO before BDS procedure significantly improved the efficiency of the biodesulfurization and allowed sulfur removal in shorter time through oxidizing DBT to DBT sulfone, resulting in shortening the "4S" pathway for biodesulfurization from 4 steps to 2 steps, enhancement in reaction velocity and enzyme-substrate affinity as well as reduction in substrate inhibition. The concentration of 2-HBP increased fast with the use of ultrasound pre-oxidation, which was dependent on solution initial pH, DBT initial concentration, sulfur source, biocatalyst initial concentration, and incubation temperature.